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The results of a wind,-tunnel investigation of the low-peed 
aerodynamic characteristics of two semispan horizontal tails having 
unswept and 35O swept--back plan forms are presented. Each model 
had an aspect ratio of 6, taper ratio of 0.5, and the NACA 64AOlO 
section. The data presented supplement previously reported 
results of tests of models having the same sections, taper ratio, 

. . and sweepback, but with aspect ratios of 3 and 4.5. 

Test results are presented for the models with and without 
standard roughness on their leading edges and with sealed and . unsealed radius--nose elevators. 

The major effects of sweepback, as measured tithe low-speed 
tests of the two models having an aspect ratio of 6, were to 
reduce the rate of change of hingsment coefficient with angle 
of attack and with elevator deflection, and to reduce the elevator 
effectiveness. Roughness increased the maximum lift coefficient 
of the unswept tail, but practically no effect was noted for the 
swept-back tail. Removal of the elevator nose seal resulted only 
in small changes to the lift and hingsment parameters. 

INTRODUCTION 

A systematic investigation of the control-surface characteristics, 
particularly the hinge-moment parameters, of horizontal-tail surfaces 
has been undertaken by the NACA to provide experimental results for 
a comparison with those parameters computed by lifting-surface 
theory. The investigation was to include a study of the effects 
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of sweepback on the horizontal-tail lfft and hinge-momsnt parameters 
by a comparison of the results of tests of models differ- mainly 
in the angle of sweepback, with the same area, aspect ratio, taper 
ratio, and section. 

In references 1 and 2 the experimental results are presented 
from winditmnel tests of models of aspect ratio 3 and 4.5 without 
sweep and swept back 35O. The present report extends the experi- 
mental data to include an aspect ratio of 6. A comparison of the 
experfmsntal and theoretical lift and h wnt parameters for 
the models of references 1 and 2 has been presented in reference 3. 

The coefficients and synibols used throughout this report are 
defined as follows: 

%3 
CL 

cm 

4?i! 
Q 

A 

b 

be' 

C 

Coefficients 

elevator hwment coefficient (See appendix.) 

lift coefficient (L/qS) 

pitching-moment coefficient (M/qs) 

pressure coefficient across elevator nose seal (pressure 
below seal minus pressure above seal divided by the 
dynam%c pressure) 

symh01s 

aspect ratio (2b2/S) 

span of the semispas model measured perpendicular to the 
plane of symmetry, feet 

span of the elevator of the semispan model measured along 
the hinge line, feet 

chord of the semispan model measured parallel to the plane 
of symmfAry, feet 

mean aercdynamic chord(f!zb 
0 

. 
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cey chord of the elevator aft of the hinge ldneWmeasured 
perpendicular to the hinge line, feet 

ce rootineau-square elevator chordaft of the hinge line 
measured parallel to the plane of symetry, feet 

Fe' root-me-quare elevator chord aft of the hinge line 
measured perpendicular to the hinge line, feet 

H moment about hinge line, foot-pox&Is 

L lift, pounds 

M pitching moment about a lateral axis through the 0.2s 
point, foo+pounds 

MA first mment of the elevator area aft of the hinge line 
about the hinge lFne, feet cubed . 

9 free-stream dynamic pressure (SF=), pourlds per square foot 

R Reynolds ntier (oVF/u) 

S area of semispan horizontal tail, square feet 

se area of semispan elevator aft of hinge line, square feet 

-V velocity of air, feet per second 

05 corrected angle of attack, degrees 

Ee elevator deflection (positive when trailing edge of elevator 
is down), measured in a plane normal to the hinge line, 
desees 

absolute viscosity, slugs per foot-second 

density of air, slugs per cubic foot 

Parameters 

%e 
=- Qe 

%x 
elevatomffectiveness parameter 

% (measured through a = 0) 
\ - Q, = 0 
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cLa = ( > SL a& 8, x0 
cLse =(SJu = o 

(meaBurea through 8, = 0) 

(measured through a = 0) 

(measuredthrough 8, =O) 

The semispan, or reflection-lplane, llbodels tested in this 
investigation had an aspect ratio of 6 anti a taper ratio (ratio of 
tip chord to root chord) of 0.5. The 0.2whord line was swept 
back 5;7O for the %nswept" model and 35O for the swept--back model, 
as shown in figure 1. 

The HACA &A010 airfoil section was perpendicular to t&.0.7+ 
chord line (elevator hinge line) for the unsweptmodeland perpendic- 
ular to the 0.2whord line for the swept&ack model. The airfoil 
section was the same as for the models of references 1 and 2. (!T!he 
slight discrepsncies between the model coordinates and the true 
64AOlO coordinates (table I) are not considered important.) 

Both models were equipped with sealed radius-ose elevators. 
For the unswept model the elevator chord aft of the hinge line was 
0.30 of the chord perpendicular to the O.'pZbthord line. The . 
elevator chord of the swept4ack model was 0.30 of the chord 
perpendicular to the 0.2Whoz-d line. Because the elevator-chord 
ratios were held constant in the manner explained previously, the 
ratios of elevator area to total-surface area were different - 
0.300 for the unswept model and 0.278 for the swep&+ack model. 

The gaps between the elevators and the shrouds and the gaps 
between the elevator noses and the balance plates (seal gap) are 
shown in figure 1. The elevator nose gaps were sealed spanwise 
from the root to the tip. Pressure orifices were located in the 
balance chambers enclosed by the shrouds both above and below 
the seal at four spanwise stations. The ends of the balance 
chamber were sealed at the root and at the hinge brack8ts. The 
elevator hinge bra&&s on both models were located immediately 
below the tunnel floor, and at 82-percent span. An additional 
bracket was placed at 38-percent span of the swept+ack model. 
The balanctihamber pressure orifices at pl-p8rcent span were, 
therefore, outboard of the hinge brackets. 
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The tip shapes were formed by rotating the tip airfoil section 
parallel to the undisturbed air stream about a line inboard of the 
tip, a distance equal to the maxiti tip ordinate. 

Photographs showing the models mounted in the wind tunnel are ,.. 
presented in figures 2 and 3. 

, 
TESTS 

Ths models were m&ted on a turntable flush with the floor of 
one of the Ames 7-by l&foot wind tunnels. (See figs. 2 and 3.) 
The tests were conducted with a dynamic pressure of 75.5 pounds per 
square foot, corresponding to a Reynolds nuniber of 3.0 X 108. The 
models were tested in the smooth condition with the elevator sealed, 
unless otherwise specified. For those tests with leadwge 
roughness, standard roughness was applied as defined in reference 4. 

Model lift and pitching mount were measured by means of the 
wind-tunnel balance system. The elevator hinge mment was measured 
by means of a resistancetype torsional strain gage. Pressures 
above and below the elevator nose seal in the balance chaniber were 
lneasured by the use of a maomter connected to the orifices in the 
balance chmiber. 

CORRRCTIONS 

All coefficients and the angle of attack have been corrected 
for the effects of the tunnel walls. The method for computing the 
corrections was similar to that of reference 5. The corrections 
listed below were added to the data for both the unswept a& the 
swept-back models: 

AZ1 = 0.994 CIZ, 

aa2 = O*O933 % (8, = 0) 

AC, = 0.00274 1.2~ 

=a, = 0.00358 cL 

CL = 0.993 Ch 
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where 

hl jet--boundary correction to angle of attack 

h2 streamlin~urvature correction to angle of attack 

&n correction to pitch-me& coefficient 

-El correction to h inge+mmnt coefficient 

%I uncorrected lift coefficient 

HESDLTS AND DISOUSSION 

The reeults of tests 0f the unswept mcdel are presented in 
figures 4 to 8, and those for the sweptiack model sre presented in 
figures 9 to l.3. The variations of lift, hinge-momnt, and pitching- 
moment coefficients with angle of attack for various elevator 
deflections are given in figures 4 and 9. Hinge+mmnt coefficients 
are also shown as a function of elevator deflection for various 
angles of 8tt8Ck in figures 5 and 10. The variation of the pressure 
coefficient across the elevator I1ose se81 with angle of attack is 
presented in figures 6 and 11. The effects of standard roughness 
and rem0v81 of the elevator 11088 se8l on the lift and hiqqMmment 
coefficients are shorm in figures 7 and 8 for the unswept model and 
in figures 12 and 13 for the swept-back model. 

Effectiveness and Hinge-M0ment P8rameters 

The lift effectiveness and the h inge-monusnt pammeters 8re 
listed in table II for the two models. As shown by this table, 
C& changed from -0.0030 for the unswept model to d~oo28 for the 
swept-back tielt the change in C&, W8S from -0.0104 to -0.0072, 
snd the elevatwffectiveness parameter qe was changed from -0.68 
t0 -0.52. The value of G wa.s reduced from 0.0% to 0.034, and 
CL was reduced from 0.074 80 0.065. Although the major part of 
the change in the parameters csn be attributed to sweepback, the 
possibility of effects due to the difference between the ratio of 
elevator area to total-surface are8 for the unswept and the swept- 
back models should be noted. 
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Ststic Longitudinal Stability 

The variation of pitch-men-t coefficient with angle of 
attack indicates a St8biliZing effect of sweepback; the aerodymmic 
center was shifted aft about 2 percent of the me811 8erCdynamic chord. 
The unswept lnodelwas statically unstable near eero lift coefficient 
~fd@.+e~ = 0.00161, uhile the swept+mck model was neutrally 
stable, 8s shown in figures 4(c) and 9(c). 

!Fhe experimental results presented in figures 4(c) 8nd 9(c) 
also confirm the predictions of reference 6 that eat the stall. the 
static longitudinal stability of the unswept model would increase 
and that the swept-back model would be unstable. 

Effect of Standard Roughness 

The effects of at8nd8x-d leading-edge roughness (elevator 
sealed) upon the lift and hing-ment coefficients 8re shown in 
figure 7 for the unswept model and in figure 12 for the swep+back 
model. 

Standmd roughness on the unswept model increased the maxi 
lift coefficient by 0.11 with the elevator undeflected, aud by 
approximately the same amount with the elevstor deflected either 
down 4' or up 19. The68 incre8SeS were Obt8ined primarily because 
the stall occurred at a higher angle of 8tt8Ck. The presence of 
roughness also increased the 8ugle of attack at which the hinge- 
moment coefficients diverged. The value of C of 4.0030 for 
the unswept model in the smooth condition was c to -0.0036 
by the addition of standard 

-0.0104 to -0.0100. 
roughness, and Qe w8s ch8nged from 

Standsrd roughness on the swept--back tail had only small effects 
on the maximmlift coefficient for any elevator deflection. The 
EUIgle of attack at which the hinge-mment coefficients increased 
rapidly ~88 extended slightly by roughness. The value of % (measured inthe linear range) for the sweR-t&acktail in-the 
smooth condition was unch8nged by roughness, but W8S CfbUl@d 
from 4.0072 to 4.0067. 

chs 
8 

As shown in figure 4(a), a different type of stall was measured 
for the unswept model at positive 8nd negstive angles of attack. 
A similar result was found for the unswept models of aspect ratios 
3 and 4.5. Measurenaents have shown the model twist under load to 
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be negligible and the airfoil contours to be satisfactory. Additional 
tests of the unswept model of aspect ratio 3 (reference 1) at 
Reynolds numbers from 2.2 to 4.4 X IO6 ind.icated th8t Reynolds 
numbers withinthatrsnge hadno effectuponthetype of stali, that 
is, whether the stall wan gradual or 8brt@. Since the more 
gradual type of stall was rmsasured at positive angles of attack 
for the aspect ratio 4.5 and 6 models, and a. negative angles of 
8tt8Ck for the aspect ratio 3 tiel, there does not appear to be 
8ny excessive 8Sy-BIE3tIy of the 8ir stream. Thus, the FB8SoIt for the 
two typee of etaILL is unexphdned. 

Effect of Removing Elevstor Rose Seal 

As shounintable II and in figures 8 artd13, bwvingthe 
elevator nose seal (mdels in the smooth condition} produced small 
changes in the lift and hingearome nt pammeters near zero elevator 
deflection and angle of attack, 8nd somewhat larger changes JR the 
hinge+mmnt coefficients at the higher elevator deflections and angles 
of attack. 

coNcLusIolQs 

The results of tests conducted to evaluate the low-speed 
aercdynamic ch8racteristics of horizontal tails with 8n aspect 
ratio of 6 having unswept and swept4ack plan forms indicated that: 

1. The value of C& was changed from 4.0030 for the unswept 
tail to 4.0028 for the 350 swept+ack tail. 

2. The value of ccns mu3 changed from -0.0104 for the unswept 
tail to -0.0072 for the 39 SWept--b8ck tail. 

3* The elevatOr+3ffeCtiVeneSS parameter q, was changed from 
-0.68 for the unswept tail to a.52 for the fm'epGb8ck tail. 

4. Sweepback had 8 stabilizing effect on the static longi- 
tudinal stability. The 8eroasnamfc center was shifted aft about 
2 percent of the mean8erodym~~Lc chord. 

5. Standard leading-edge roughness increased the maximum 
lift coefficient Of the WaSWept tail, but pITEtic8lly no effect was 
noted for the swept-back tail. 

. 
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6. Removal of the elevator nose seal resulted only in small 
changes to the lift and hinge-moment parameters. 

Amas Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronsutics, 

Moffett Field, calif. 

APPEXDIX 

Conversion Factors for Hingement Coefficients 

Because sever81 methods are in use for the conversion of hinge 
moments to nondimension81 coefficient form, p8rticularly for swept- 
back lifting surfaces, factors relating the various methods are 
presented. To obtain the hingwment coefficients for one of the 
listed methods, multiply the value of the hinge--moment coefficients 
of this report by the corresponding factor in the following table: 

Unswept model &fept+8Ck model 
Equations for 
hing-ment - H Conversion H 

gche zg 
Conversion 

coefficients 
(@I 

factor 
(fi3) 

factor 

H Cb = - 
qSeF, 

1.694 1.000 1.455 1.000 

Cb = H 
qbFe2 

1.725 0982 1.4.82 .982 

the= H 
zlbe*(ze'12 

1.725 .982 1.271 1.145 

%3 = H 2qMA 1.725 .982 1.271 1.145 

. 
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TABIJZI.-COCRDIKATES FQRTHFalWCA 64~010 
AIRFOILANDTBMODEISTE~D 

[All Dbaensions in Percent of Wing Chord] 

Upper and Larer Surfaces 

L.E. radiue 0,68? T.E. radius 0.023a 

8Same for both the RACA 64~010 section 
and the model. 

11 
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WI 
PA 

Psxameter 

@a 

ch8 8 
-a 
-6 e 

%3 

A-YOFTHE:DAEfD-OT 
Fiiz&ks OF TIE -AID 35' EWEETa 

MO~E~~OFAEPECTRAT~~~ 
[R, 3.0 x 10e] 

Model &mdition 

Model smooth; Modelwith%tmdmd Mod.el%mooth, 
elevator roughnes%;elewtor elevataf ee8I 

sealed eealed removed 

Unswept 

-0.0030 -0.0036 -0.0032 

-,0104 - l 0100 -.0109 

.074 -075 0073 

.050 .048 .049 

m.68 -.64 -.67 

Swept back 

4.0028 -0.0028 -0.0027 

-.0072 -A067 -Al074 

0065 .066 -065 

.034 .031 .033 

--.52 o-.47 -.51 



. . . .. 
. . 

Drawl 
7 

dllnensions 
in lnc es 

t.901 H 1.9ol ft. 
‘+MS?--q 

t 

hlj unbnpr 

. Figure /.- Plan forms of th@ hodzontal tall moolds of ospec# rat/o 6. 



. 
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(a) mee-puarter front view. 
mgwe e.- !Che unswept tall munted in the 7- by D-foot wind ttmnel. 





_(b) Three+uartar rear view. 

Figure 3.- !Phe 350 nwepW.ack tail. muded In the 7- by N-foot tid tuO.ml. 
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I I I I I Y/l 

I I I I /l~~r¶ 

I I 

1 1 1 A -.& 1 1 
I I I I 

-20 -/6 -/2 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 

Angle of aftock, a, deg 

(0) Lift coefficient. 

figufe 4.- Lif( hinge-momenl, and pitching-moment coefficients of 
the unswept to;/. Aspect ratio, 6; R,3.Ox/O? 

. 
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fb) Hinge-momenf coefficient. 

Figure 4.- Con/hued. 
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. 

/cl Pitching-moment coefficlenf. 

Figure- 4 - Concluded. 

, 
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-. 4 
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I i i i i I i i 

-6 -4 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 28 32 

Angie of ottock, Q, deg 

Figure 6.- Vtiriation of pressure coefficimt across e/evatm nose 
se& with tmgle of &tack of fhe unswept toil. Aspect ratio, 6; 
R, 3.0 x 10.6 
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.8 

.6 

-.8 

-12 
-4 0 4 8 

I i i I I I I I I 1 I 
I I I I I I I I 

I6 20 24 28 32 

Angle of attuck, u, deg 
-qGJ7 

(0) Lift coef ficienf. 

Figure il- Compurison of the lift and hinge-moment coefficients with 
and wifhouf leading-edge roughness on the unswept tui/. Aspect 
mfio; 6; I?, 3.0x 106 
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-./2 

-./6 

-.24 

~28 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

Angle of ottock, a, deg 

(b) Hinge-moment coefficient . 

Figure Z - Conchded. 
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I3 Unsealed 

.8 

.6 

H 

-12 
I . 

-4 ‘0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 

Angle of ufttwk, a, deg 

/u) Liff coefficienf. 
v 

Figure 8.*- Compurison of fhe /ifi and hinge-moment coefficients 
with and without elevator seul on fhe u.swepf tuii. Aspect 

rofio, 6; R, 3.0x/O? 
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x0,,, 1 ( , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 1 

./6 
0 Sealed 
0 do 
” Air t+l 
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F -.04 
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-.08 

-./6 
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7 24 28 32 -4 0 4 8 12 16 21 

Angle of ottuck, CI, deg 
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lb/ Hinge-moment toe fflcienf . 

Figure 8.-Concluded. 
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-28 -24 -20 -16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 I2 16 20 24 28 
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Angh of attack, Q, deg 

fu) Lift ccwfffc~en?. 

figure S.- Liff, hing&mcmennl, and pftchhg-mwnenf coefflhnts of the 35’ sw@-b.o& M. 
Aspect ratio, 6; R, 3.0x /Of 

. 
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Figure 9. -Continued. 
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Aeg/e of uttack, a, deg 

. fc/ Rfching-momeni toefflcienf. 

figue 9.-Concluded. 
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Angle of otiuck, Q, deg 

Hgure /I.- Vofhtkw of pressufe coefflWent across e/evafw nose sea/ 
mffh angle of dfack of the 35. sw~-back fat7. Aspect rot/o, 6; 
I?, 3.0 x IO! 
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Figure f/.-Concluded. 
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.8 
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-10 -4 o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Angie of oftuck, Q, deg 

/a/ Lift coefficient. 

FiigUf8 /2.- COmpUf/‘SOn Of ih8 lift and hhg8-moment CO8ffic/8ntS 

with und without /eadhg-edge fOUgh8SS on th8 35* SW8@-buck 

M-1. Aspect fotio, 6; R,3,0x 10: 
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Angie of attack, Q, deg 

(0) Lift CO8ffki8nt. 

Ngufe /3.- Compufisa? of the tit7 und hhgtMm?ent co8mcienfs 
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F@Jf8 f3.- Concluded. 
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